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Electoral Slated

Class officers' election will be held from 8:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m. in front of Lincoln. The following are the candidates for office:

Sophomore President: Kathy Faust, Nancy Harris, Tim Walker, Vicki Smith, Ted Foss, Steve Powell, Wanda Mewhinney, Secretary-Treasurer: Peggi Harris.

Male Representative to Honor Council: Bert Brooke, Gene Kelly.

Female Representative to Honor Council: Julia Darneney, Marilyn Fields.

Junior President: Keith Bigs, Faye Ford, Becky Knight, Voe President: Gail Standifer, Billy Boy.

Secretary-Treasurer: Charise Knight, Serb West.

Male Representative to Honor Council: Bill Ferrell.

Female Representative to Honor Council: Jay Davis, Vicki Marcell.

Senior President: Debbie Barlow, Sharon Zengler.

Dances-Concerts To Be Voted On

When you go to vote for class officers next Wednesday, May 5, you will be given a Concert-Dance Entertainment form to help determine what you as a student would like to see here at Georgia College. We urge you to fill out one of these forms and it will help determine the future of our Concert-Dance entertainment. There are 2 categories, dances and concerts. Next to each item in these categories, there are examples which we, the sponsors feel represent each item in the categories. Please do not confuse the two categories. Remember, for a dance we need music to dance by. Please check 2 items under each category (Dances and Concerts). There will be a space provided in which you may suggest a band for each. The Student Activities Committee consists of the following: Tim Walker- chairman, LindaAdamass, Delia Barettson, Ted Dyer, Howard Eitelberger, Pat Flair, Jack Long, Randi Perce, Sue Powell, Bobby Story, and Art Walker.

The Washington-based American Youth for a Just Peace (AYJP) has called the "People's Peace Treaty," drawn up by the National Student Association (NSA) and three student groups in Vietnam last year, "a disigned formula, which undercuts the efforts to achieve a just peace."

"The vital fact about the treaty is that it embodies the double fault of representing a minority use in America holding for dead-on peace, on behalf of a minority minority in Vietnam which already currently demands the AYP peace charges.

Headed by Charles J. Stephenson, AYP claims in its two-page "analysis of a political fraud" that NSA has no authority to speak for seven million American college students when it claims only $5 affiliate membership.

While NSA claims that it worked out the treaty's terms with the South Vietnamese National Student Union, AYP says the South's four student unions have never agreed. "One NSA delegate allegedly contacted a few representatives of the South Vietnamese," AYP says. "But NSA has never produced evidence that any of these representatives endorsed the treaty."

AYJP argues to the treaty's nine articles are summarized as follows:

Article I calls for the "immediate and total withdrawal from Vietnam" of American forces. AYP says it fails to provide for a similar withdrawal of North Vietnam's 400,000 forces that have crossed its borders.

Article II provides for "discussions to secure the release of all American prisoners." AYP calls it "political blackmail," and wonders why the North would free the POW's in exchange for a prior American withdrawal.

Article III calls for another "immediate cessation" between the US and the "Provisional Government" (PG) in the South (the Vietcong).

AYJP asks, "What kind of ceasefire will there be if there is no cessation between the principal antagonists?"

Article IV provides for discussion procedures for insuring the safe withdrawal of US troops. AYP points out that it requires the US and Vietcong to merely "enter discussions on the peace" - out guarantees such procedures.

Article V requires the US to "pledge to end all oppression of Thieu-Yen in the People of South Vietnam." AYP counters with the fact that the Thieu regime's 1970 elections which brought in the Thieu government were internationally observed.

Article VI pledges both sides to "test the war and review all other questions in the spirit of self-determination and mutual respect." At Vietnam's freedom and independence, AYP reclassifies the US and South Vietnam's proposals on these issues "have been rejected by their votes and in the people's will."

Cont. on Page 2

Peoples Peace Treaty Attacked

Once again G.C. Students will try to test their physical endurance by walking for Cancer. The Walkathon that originated last year will again take place this year on May 5 with all proceeds going to cancer.

The route to be taken totals 15 miles and for the benefit of the intrepid walkers, Gatorade will be provided along the way. The walkers will leave the Clark Street Parking lot and proceed along the designated route. Incidentally the route to be taken is the same one William T. Sherman took on his famous march through Georgia. Lunch will be served at the Cobb Plantation where Sherman himself dined on April 19, 1864. He regret the inappropriately shown him there by burning the house to the ground when he found out that Cobb was a general in the Confederate army.

The people planning to walk can obtain pledge cards from Mr. Shaddwell and others. Pledges are made on an amount the pledge wishes to pay per mile. The pledges are collected on the basis of the pledge made and the distance the walker.

Cont. on Page 2

Student Activities Entertainment

Check One In Each Category

1. Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior

2. Day Student Dorm Student

TYPE OF ENTERTAINMENT (Check 1 in each)

Dance Hard Rock Folk Rock Funk Blues

Concert Folk Rock Rock Pop Soul

(Blind Spot, Allman Brothers) (Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young) (Jackson Five, Supremes) (B.B. King)

(Crosby, Stills, Nash, Young) (Carpenters, Dowills) (Jean preschool, Judy Collins) (Jackson Five, Supremes)

OTHERS:

(This is a sample of what you will be given on Wednesday, May 5.)
The kind of a girl you can have a real meaningful, love-hate relationship with.

She was always with me. It was love and I went to the same classes and we were true, steady friends ever since.

Occasionally, she would be late for class. I was always there for her and we would laugh about it.

As time went on, she started to distance herself from our friendship. I tried to talk to her about it, but she would always brush it off.

In the end, we drifted apart and I realized that our friendship was just a phase.

The end.
University Independents Undefeated After 3

In Thursday's action Mike Pizzaro's crew of savages took what appeared to be a surprinsingly easy victory away from a powerful Buesen team. The final score was 17 to 12. The leading hitters for the Independents were Pizzaro and Smith. The big stick for the Buffs was Sandy Boyd.

In the second game the faculty put together a decent game in a losing effort. The Buesen team were the victors with Jerry Seymour once again leading the way. The final score was 23 to 16.

In Tuesday's action Evans A squashed by Buesen 6 to 7. The Independents closed the faculty 24 to 16.

Evans A jumped to an early lead and then had to fight to hold on as costly throwing errors gave the Buffs Buns three runs. Things were even though when a dropped fly ball gave the Evans team the winning run. Leading the Evans hitters were "Intramural" Jerry Seymour and "Super Fish" Gary Brindell.

In the second game the faculty once again demonstrated how not to play softball as the Independents cruised to an easy 24 to 10. Victory: Johnny Chandler was leading hitter for the Independents with 6 x 6 contribution.

Congratulations are in order for "Roadrunner" Aliff for a fantastic watch and brilliant maneuvers on the basepath. Also congrats to Burrelli "stretch" Lipman for her double. Appalachee should be lauded on 21-13 "Buck" Youl for his even showing up on the field.

The afternoon brings on the exciting softball game between the enterus and the faculty members. The wonderful day ends with an exciting double feature movie on the sports field. The first feature is entitled "The care and treatment of athletic injuries" and the second film is the heart-breaking "Winkle and his Wonderdog." This will conclude the numerous days activities.

Hickey Donald
Ping-Pong Championship

Mr. Hickey of the Peabody School and Ruby Donald, Junior Physical Education Major, are the 1989 Ping-Pong Champions of our college. They defeated Mr. Meek and Jerry Cavigtong who had defeated Dr. Swarrington and Mickey McKeag in the semi-final. Hickey and Donald advanced to the last round of play by defeating out that skilled pair Miss Ramsey and Dot Peacek. Win Three out of Five.

The finals were played off in the best three out of five games. The scores as follow: 21-18, 19-21, 21-13, and 21-19. Each of the four games was won or lost by the closer margin of two points, so you can imagine how exciting the final series was. Congratulations Mr. Hickey and Ruby and to all the contestants "nice playing!"

Amelia's Place
Summer in Poland

Fun Capital of the World

Purple Palace
Now Open For Business.
Go-Go Girls-Booze
8p.m.-12:00a.m.